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CHRISTMAS TREE
NURSERY

LANDSCAPE

TOOLS & SUPPLIES

www.greenscapetools.com   •  info@greenscapetools.com

Hand Pruners • Replacement Parts • Shearing Knives• Gloves
Long-arm Pruners • Flagging Tape • Apparel • Backpack Sprayers 

Landscaping Tools • Labels & Printing • Digging Supplies

MOST ORDERS
SHIP SAME DAY!

Greenscape Tools, Inc.
10801 Hwy 221 South
Fleetwood, NC 28626
Toll-Free: 888-314-2672
Fax: 336-877-2673

828-963-7700 
4417 NC Highway 105 S • Boone, NC 

www.pioneerinsurance.com 
 

Talk to a local Trusted Choice® Agent about all of your insurance needs. 

Business • Individual • Health  
Agriculture • Workers Compensation  

Free to do what’s right for you. 
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At Fraser Knoll we select and offer 
the best-working products for your 

Christmas Tree business.

Now! Fraser Knoll is the exclusive distributor to the NC Christmas Tree 
Association of these unique holiday items by Keystone Products.

As experienced growers and retailers,
we can help you select the products you need.

www.fraserknoll.com or 1-877-352-7355

Products to help make your business productive and profitable
Balers & Netting, Wreath-Making Supplies, Shakers, Tree Stands,

Tags, Banners, Shearing Machines, Removal Bags & More.

Tree Topper (12”)
Large Star (21")

Lighted Stars for 
treetops or entryways. 
Twist-n-Lok™ stars 
assemble in minutes.

Jingle Bells 
Shotgun Shells™

Lights made with 
real shotgun shells.
10, 20 & 35 light sets, 
garland & wreaths.

Needle Nabber™

Custom tree-shaped 
wrap with drawcords 
for taking a live tree
INTO or OUT OF the 
house.

Santa’s Magic 
Water Spout™

The best way to 
water a Christmas 
tree. Dipstick to   
check water level. 
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Spring Time temperatures arrived early in 2016. We 
experienced May-like temperatures in March, pushing 
trees a week ahead of our annual average and shortening 
the window for pre-bud break activities. April brought 
cold weather and snow showers, giving us a little more 
time to complete our spring planting. As summer ap-
proaches, optimism for a great growing season and mar-
keting opportunities abound.

The North Carolina Christmas Tree Association 
(NCCTA) Leadership retreat was held in Valle Crucis in 
January. The Executive Committee set the annual bud-
get and we are off to a great start with yearly activities. 
It was great to see everyone that attended the NCCTA 
Winter Meeting at the Boone United Methodist Church 
in February; with informative presentations including 
two grower panels, 20 exhibitors and over 75 growers 
sharing information, the winter meeting delivered com-
radery that is crucial to our industry.

The Research Committee raffle raised over $3,000 
for Fraser fir research programs. These monies will help 
fund future research projects that will enable growers 
to better face the industry challenges of growing real 
Christmas trees. On behalf of the NCCTA Research 
committee, Board of Directors, members, and staff 
– THANK YOU.

The Fraser fir Promotional Committee hosted 
breakout sessions with Major Growers, Allied Business, 
Choose and Cut Growers, and Wholesale/Retail Grow-
ers. These breakout sessions allow the inclusion of all 
different segments of our industry to discuss sales, chal-
lenges and strategies in a small group open discussion 
format. These sessions also address association goals, 
while encouraging feedback and suggestions from mem-
bers to assist in guiding the association’s activities. 

The North Carolina 
Christmas Tree Association 
summer meeting will be hosted by Watauga County and 
held at the Meadowbrook Inn in Blowing Rock, August 
26-27, 2016. Educational sessions, trade show, annual tree 
& wreath contest, breakout sessions and evening dinner 
and social will take place Friday, August 26. Farm tours 
in Watauga County will take place on Saturday, August 
27. I hope that you will be able to join us for education 
and fellowship while supporting the NCCTA.

President’s Message
Earl “Buddy” Deal III

GRA-MAC
Distributing Co.

IRRIGATION
CONSULTING

DESIGN • SALES
INSTALLATION

2310 NC Hway 801N.
Mocksville, NC 27028

336-998-3232 | 336-998-3800
Fax: 336-998-3111

Toll-Free: 800-422-3560
gramacirr@yadtel.net

www.gramacirrigation.com

See the Latest News:  NCCTA.blogspot.com

See more details about the 2016 Summer Meeting on page 29.
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Over the past six years, NCCTA has been awarded 
a total of $421,007 in Specialty Crop Block Grant Funds 
from the NC Department of Agriculture & Consumer 
Services.

The current grant, “Optimizing Fraser Fir Christmas 
Tree Promotions”, provides funding for advertising, point-
of-sale materials as used in the past (Fraser Fir banners, 
Fraser Fir care pads, Real Trees Make Scents brochures, 
etc.), trade and consumer shows, and an exciting two-
year project working with the UNC Kenan-Flagler’s Stu-
dent Teams Achieving Results (STAR) program. This 
grant cycle is January 1, 2015 – March 31, 2017.

 
A brief overview of the Students Teams 
Achieving Results (STAR) team: 

UNC Kenan-Flagler’s STAR program is a hands-on 
learning program in which students learn by doing as 
they take on the role of consultants to real companies. 
STAR sends teams of top MBAs and Undergraduates 
to build comprehensive and actionable strategies for 

corporations and not-for-profit organizations seeking to 
strengthen their competitiveness.

NCCTA is excited to be working with the STAR 
team for the second year of a two year project through 
the assistance of Specialty Crop Block Grant funding. 
See more at: http://www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu/leader-
ship/star#sthash.iZkXIBpb.dpuf

Year one of the project focused on the internal needs 
of the association and strategic planning. Year two of the 
project is focused on marketing and promotion. The 
STAR program will help NCCTA to determine how to 
position ourselves to better market NC Fraser Fir. This 
project will use targeted promotional activities to focus 
buyer and consumer attention on NC Fraser Fir: The 
Perfect Christmas Tree, and to further develop a media 
strategy to drive brand awareness. This project will also 
take the association’s current strategic planning and 
promotional development to a higher level by access-
ing professional marketing/business planning resources. 
Promotion of NC Fraser fir is an effective and proactive 
approach to creating additional demand for farm-raised 
Christmas trees.

Executive Director’s Report
Jennifer Greene

STAR Team students and NCCTA STAR work group 
members at Clawson’s Choose & Cut Farm in Boone

Back row, left to right: Joey Clawson, Rodney Buchanan, Bill Glenn, Michael Barton, Jose Garakis, Dr. Nick Didow (faculty advisor), 
Yan Ling Lee; Front row, left to right: Grady Hale, Lisa Dunleavy, Rivers Woodward (project leader), Jennifer Greene
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Don’t Miss Out on Membership
NCTA membership categories recently changed to 

adapt to the state of the industry and the evolving role of 
NCTA. The new membership options allow you to pur-
chase a benefits package that works best for your budget 
and for your business. Visit the NCTA website today to 
login and renew your dues or to join as a new member! 
The membership term is January 1 - December 31, 2016. 
www.realchristmastrees.org.

Introductory Member .............................................................$99
Industry Member.................................................................. $299
Professional Member ..................... $599 + Advocacy Sponsorship
Supplier ................................................................................ $433
Researcher ..........................Free with a .gov or .edu email address

Extend Your Expertise to NTCA
Lend your knowledge and expertise to NCTA by 

serving on one of our standing committees. The Asso-
ciation benefits from the leadership of 4 committees that 
work to advance the association’s strategic priorities. 
These committees provide an opportunity for NCTA 
members to use their expertise to guide the association’s 
services to members and the industry, and play an im-
portant role in ensuring the continued relevance of 
NCTA programs. NCTA’s standing committees include 
the Professional, Protection, and Resources Committees, 
as well as a brand new Editorial Committee focused on 
guiding the content found in any of NCTA’s printed and 
electronic publications and newsletters. To learn more 
about NCTA’s committees, visit the website: realchrist-
mastrees.org/About-NCTA/Committees.

Advocacy Updates from NCTA’s Lobbyist, 
AmericanHort

NCTA has signed on in support of several pieces of 
legislation in the recent weeks. If you’d like to see a copy 
of either of these letters of support, please contact us:
• NCTA signed on to a letter of support with the goal 

of protecting checkoffs from being overwhelmed by 
intrusive FOIA requests. The letter urges the inclu-
sion of language to the USDA to recognize that the 

research and promotion 
programs are funded solely 
with producer dollars, and therefore are not agencies of 
the Federal government or subject to the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA). USDA currently interprets 
the FOIA to extend to commodity checkoff boards, 
although it appears clear from the language of the 
FOIA statute that FOIA should not extend to com-
modity checkoff boards. The result is that the boards 
continue to be subjected to far-reaching FOIA requests 
by ideological opponents of the programs seeking in-
formation to use against the boards, and the boards 
are required to spend thousands of dollars in private 
farmer resources to respond to the requests.

• NCTA & the Small Business Legislative Council 
signed a letter of support for Small Business Healthcare 
Relief Act (S. 1697/H.R. 2911) which would reverse 
IRS guidance and allow small employers to continue 
to provide or reimburse their employees with pre-tax 
dollars to purchase health insurance on the individual 
market.  This is a very important issue for many small 
business owners and employees.

Discussion Forums 
(for Professional & Supplier Members only)

As a member in the Professional category, you are 
eligible to participate in facilitated discussion forums on 
various topics and issues relevant to the industry and 
your business. 

If you are not currently a Professional member of 
NCTA, you can upgrade to participate in these Forums 
in the future and have access to past, archived Forums.

In January 2016, Rusty Barr came onto the NCCTA 
Board of Directors as the NCTA National Director for 
NC. Prior to Rusty, Cline Church served as the National 
Director for 10 years (since 2006). NCCTA would like to 
thank Cline Church for his representation and service on the 
NCCTA and NCTA board of directors. We welcome Rusty 
and are appreciative of his willingness to serve.

National News
Rusty Barr
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Specialty Crop Block Grants 
Are Working For You! 

Did you know that over the past six years, NCCTA 
has been awarded a total of $421,007 in Specialty Crop 
Block Grant Funds? All of these monies have been used 
specifically for promotion of North Carolina Fraser Fir. 
We have been able to purchase spots in high circula-
tion and national and regional publications such as Our 
State Magazine and Boy Scouts of America to name a 
few.  We have totally redesigned our website and made 
it functional for all visitors.  In fact, we have increased 
our website traffic on www.NCchristmastrees.com by 
over 47%!!  We have achieved over 1 million digital ad 
impressions through outlets like WSOCTV.com and 
WXII.com in 2015 alone. We have been able to attend 
high-volume trade shows and reach out to new whole-
sale markets with enhanced and updated show displays. 
You would not have received all of these benefits without 
Grant Funding.

What Is The NCCTA Grant Retention Fund?
Set up in 2014 to help offset the retained amount 

of every Grant we receive. 20% of the total amount 
awarded from of every grant is withheld at the end of 
the grant cycle while reports are finalized; this is called a 
“retainage amount”. This time period has been extended 
as long as 9 months in past situations. The problem this 
creates is that we have been taking this amount from 
our normal operating budget and have been without that 
money for the time period that it takes to get reimbursed. 
Meanwhile, we must still operate as normal and pay the 
necessities such as rent, utilities, lease payments, payroll, 
etc. GOAL: Build this fund to a level that will sustain 
Grant Funding for years to come.

Why Should You Contribute?
Promotional activities of the NCCTA have been 

identified by 80% of NCCTA members as the #1 mem-
ber benefit. We are unlike any other Christmas Tree as-
sociation in our promotional efforts and what we have 
accomplished. Having this money set aside for the sole 
purpose of supporting the association at the end of every 
Grant will ensure that we will be able to continue apply-

ing for Grant Funds. Without Grand Funding our pro-
motional budget would be severely limited. We will be 
securing the future of NCCTA Promotional Activities 
with the Grant Retention Fund.

Want To Learn More? 
Contact the NCCTA office and learn how you can 

help secure the promotional efforts for North Carolina 
Fraser Fir through Grant Funding into the future. 

Specialty Crop Block Grant funds 
received to-date: 
• 2009 NCDA&CS Specialty Crop Block Grant $60,000
• 2010 NCDA&CS Specialty Crop Block Grant $112,000
• 2012 NCDA&CS Specialty Crop Block Grant $68,000
• 2014 NCDA&CS Specialty Crop Block Grant $181,007
Total awarded Specialty Crop Block Grant Funds: ............$421,007

Students Teams Achieving Results (STAR):
Two year program focusing on both the internal 

strategic planning process and an effort to bring in fresh 
marketing concepts. 

Assistance in developing a three year promotional 
plan that covers exact target market identification, slo-
gan and messaging enhancements, media choices, per-
formance monitoring and a long term plan.
Total value ......................................................................$40,000

36” x 55” Vinyl Fraser Fir Banners
Total number distributed ............................................................1,350
Total value ......................................................................$27,000

1,000 Full Color Pocket Folders
to distribute wholesale & retail information ..........................$2,000

300 Coroplast Fraser Fir Outdoor Signs.....$2,000

800 Full Color Laminated Fraser Fir
Attribute Posters ....................................................... $50

“Real Trees Make Scents” Brochures
Total number distributed since 2010 .........................................20,000
Total value ........................................................................$3,000

Leveraging Your Fraser Fir Promotional $$ 
through Grant Funding

Continued on page 10
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MITCHELLWREATH RINGS.COM

A strong foundation 
for a beautiful 
wreath!

Specially designed clips hold 
tight and prevent wreath 
materials from turning.

. . . provide years of 
uninterrupted service
even in high volume 
operations. Available in 
three models: The Mitchell 
“Original” Clamp Machine, 
The “No-Hammer” Clamp 
Machine and The Craftmaster. 
Precisely manufactured to 
exceed expectation.

                 . . . feature
               ring wire designed      
         to be strong and 
       resistant to sagging 
  or warping. No other 
wreath rings offer the 
same performance value!

Mitchell Metal 
Stands (sold separately) 
feature a powder coated finish  
and large aluminum top.  
Strong & reliable for even the 
most demanding production.

Strong welds ensure smooth 
wreath making operations.

Count on Mitchell for all your 
wreath making and wreath 
equipment requirements!

Mitchell Metal Products
905 South State Street

Merrill, Wisconsin 54452

sales@mitchellwreath
rings.com

Mitchell 
Wreath Rings are 

simply the best 
available!

1-800-967-RING
(7464)

Mitchell
High Quality 
Clamp Machines 
and Stands

Mitchell
 Wreath 
Rings

www.mitchellwreathrings.com

Visit our website to see our full line of 
Clamp, Double and Crimped Rings plus a wide 
variety of Specialty Rings. Watch video demon-
strations, download our complete product 
catalog, or explore our Online Ordering and 
Account Management capabilities.

Mitchell Wreath Rings LimbsNeedles.indd   1 5/27/14   5:43 PM
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Fraser Fir Care Pads
Total number distributed .....................................................200,000+
Total value ........................................................................$4,000

Fraser Fir Magnets
Total number distributed ..........................................................21,000
Total value .......................................................................  $3,000

“Get Real” Stickers
Total number distributed ..........................................................40,000
Total value ........................................................................$2,000

Professional Photography & Videography: 
• 2,000 Hi-resolution images of the Christmas tree 

industry & annual cycle 
• 9 HD quality videos representing the Christmas tree 

industry & annual cycle
• The Perfect Christmas Tree
• A Family Tradition
• Selecting the Perfect Christmas Tree
• Home Tree Care
• Ways To Buy
• The Life Journey
• Fraser Fir Country in the Spring
• Fraser Fir Country in the Summer
• Fraser Fir Country in the Fall

• Tips for a Successful Retail Lot
Total value ......................................................................$18,000

5,000 Postcards mailed to wholesale contacts promoting the 
Buy-Sell Guide in 2014, 2015 & 2016

80,000 Rack Cards promoting the Choose & Cut Memories 
Directory distributed through professional distribution companies 
and at consumer shows in 2014, 2015 & 2016
Total value = $9,100 x 3 ...................................................$26,257

Trade Show Display Items: 

8 x 10’ pop-up display .........................................$1,400

7 x 3’ Retractable “Real Trees Make Scents”
Full Color Banner ......................................................$350

Television with built-in DVD player ................$500

Giveaways such as hand sanitizers, tape mea-
sures, thermal coolers, tote bags ..................$5,000
 Total value .......................................................................$7,250

Trade & Consumer Shows:
• NC Nursery Landscape Association (NCNLA) Green 

& Growin’ Show – Greensboro, NC
• Produce Marketing Association (PMA) Fresh Summit 

Convention & Expo – Atlanta, GA 
• NC Mountain State Fair - Fletcher, NC
• Cleveland County Fair - Shelby, NC
• North Carolina State Fair - Raleigh, NC
• Southern Christmas Show - Charlotte, NC
• National Grocers Association (NGA) Show – Las 

Vegas, NV (February 2016, February 2017)
Total value ......................................................................$40,000

Advertising:
 • The Packer 
 • The Produce News
 • Plant & Supply Locator 
 • NGA Show directory 
 • IGC show directory
 • GIE 
 • Scouting Works Magazine
 • Country Folks Grower
 • Fayetteville Observer 
 • Our State Magazine
 • American Nurseryman Magazine & Online
 • American Hort
 • Lawn & Garden Retailer
 • WXII.com
 • WSOCTV.com
 • Southern Living Magazine
 • Smoky Mountain Living Magazine
 • Blue Ridge Country Magazine
 • High Country Radio

 • Facebook
Total value ....................................................................$230,000

Complete website redesign in 2014
Total value ......................................................................$16,000 
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Your Complete Source For Christmas
Tree And Wreath Supplies

Visit our website or call for a catalog to see our full line of
tree planting, farming equipment and supplies.

www.kelcomaine.com
800-343-4057
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Pining for more money?
Accept credit cards with PayAnywhere

Christmas tree season is right around the corner. 
That means it’s the most wonderful time of the year 
to increase your payment options by partnering 
with PayAnywhere. Accept credit cards anytime, 
anywhere – all while supporting the NCCTA through 

every transaction!

© 2014 PayAnywhere, LLC. All rights reserved. PayAnywhere (“PA”) is a registered 
ISO of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Walnut Creek, CA. American Express may require 
separate approval. PA is currently available only in the United States. iPhone and 
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

Simple pricing
Just 2.69% per swipe for all card types with next
day funding. No setup, monthly, or hidden fees.

Be versatile
Add multiple users, add discounts and tips,
email receipts, and generate sales reports.  

A true partner
We’ve got you covered with live support.

Contact us day or night by phone, email, or chat.

Sign up today at PayAnywhere.com/nccta or 
Call 1-877-259-2941 and mention NCCTA!

1-800-4-PRUNER Call to order or request our catalog
www.treeteck.com

Quality
Products

Made in
the USA

MotorizedLow Pro
Driller

 Motor Protected from 
Weather, Dirt & Sawdust
Super-Low Lift Height
Very Low Energy 
use Motor

 Durable Farm Duty  
1725 RPM Motor

Twine
Baler

Available
with or without Motor!

 Ease of Handling 
Twine Wrapped 

Trees
 150 Tree Baling 

Capacity
before

reloading
 Uses
Large
90 lb.

Tensile
Strength

Twine Balls

Bailer.Driller Ad.indd   1 4/14/14   1:16 PMFan Us
or follow us!

   

Visit Our Website To Link To Us
www.NCchristmastrees.com
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Three NC growers imported 
Egedal Airflow (EA) fertilizer 
spreaders from Europe this spring. 
Manufactured in Denmark, these 

fertilizer spreaders are designed on same concept as a 
mistblower sprayer (Figure 1). The fertilizer is shot out 
50-60 feet across a field from an overhead tube on the 
spreader in a 140 mile per hour blast of air. The end of 
the tube rotates back and forth 45 degrees to distribute 
the fertilizer. The EA fertilizer spreader has the capacity 
to hold a one metric ton “bulk bag” of fertilizer. 

The primary advantage of this spreader over other 
mechanical spreaders is that it can shoot fertilizer over 
full-sized Christmas trees without having to lift the 
implement beyond what is necessary for normal ground 
clearance. This keeps the center of gravity low. Tradi-
tional mechanical spreaders that sling fertilizer using 
centrifugal force are currently limited to distributing 
material from the bottom of the hopper. Any lifts used 
to raise such a spreader over trees can make a tractor 
dangerously top heavy and subject to roll-over. The EA 

spreader overcomes this issue by lifting only the mate-
rial being distributed rather than the entire fertilizer 
spreader.

The advantage any mechanical spreader has over 
manual application is of course time and labor. With 
the potential to apply less than 30 pounds to nearly 200 
pounds per minute, a wide range of application rates can 
be made quickly.

However, there are some disadvantages too. With 
manual application, all the fertilizer goes to the trees it is 
intended for. As with any mechanical fertilizer spreader, 
the EA spreader will distribute fertilizer in an approxi-
mate direction that may not perfectly fit the shape of 
a block of trees. Some material will land in the road 
and conversely some edge trees may be difficult to cov-
er. There are adjustments that can be made to the EA 
spreader that will change the direction and width of ap-
plication, but there will need to be certain allowances for 
the characteristics of this machine.

Also, because the fertilizer is lofted above the trees, 
it will be shifted by any wind. While it will not be carried 
away like a pesticide spray, the distribution will change. 
Of course, by applying product to blocks of trees from 
both sides potential wind effects can usually be counter 
balanced. For optimum application, time periods with 
stronger winds will need to be avoided. The skills that 
many tractor operators have developed to optimize mist-
blower sprayer application will also serve with this type 
of spreader.

With the capacity to hold a ton of fertilizer, the EA 
spreader is by no means lightweight. It requires a tractor 
with 100-120 horsepower. With an extra ton and a half 
of weight on the back, additional weight may be neces-
sary on the front end of the tractor. Designed slightly 
wider than it is long (approximately 6.25 by 5.6 feet), the 

Jeff Owen
Area Christmas Tree Extension Specialist, 
NC State University

Calibrating a new egedal 
airflow fertilizer Spreader

Figure 1
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weight of the EA spreader is held as close to the rear of 
the tractor as possible.

The European design differs from typical PTO driv-
en equipment. The fertilizer feeder and airflow fan are 
driven by a hydraulic motor. An extra coupling must be 
fitted directly to the return inlet of the tractor to avoid 
over-pressure and damage to fins in the motor. While not 
commonly used in US tractor implements, most tractors 
of adequate size do have a recirculation port that can be 
fitted to this purpose. A special fitting may need to be 
ordered to accommodate this direct return line.

The distance which fertilizer is thrown will vary 
with each batch of fertilizer. The size, shape, and weight 
of individual fertilizer granules will change how far they 
will fall. This is true for any mechanical fertilizer spread-
er, but with air as the carrier for the EA spreader, it is 
especially important. At least to begin with, each type 
of fertilizer needs to be calibrated through the machine. 
Once a material is calibrated, it should perform consis-
tently. 

On April 14, I had a chance to calibrate one of these 
EA spreaders. Brad Edwards and I joined John Wishon 
and Luke Suthers at Wishon Evergreens in Sparta, NC. 
We tinkered with John’s 135 HP tractor, “opened the 
hood” on his shiny new fertilizer spreader, caught and 
weighed some fertilizer, flung some, and eventually cali-
brated it using the same techniques as with a mistblower 
sprayer. We were able to catch fertilizer at the shop and 
weigh it using a platform scale. The EA spreader comes 
with a control box and a lever with 30 settings. We 
caught fertilizer at 5 point increments across the settings. 
Results for the pounds caught per minute and amount 
applied per acre for three different ground speeds are 
shown in Figure 2. 

We modified the calibration sheet already developed 
for mistblower sprayers. Instead of measuring a volume 

of water sprayed, we weighed the pounds of fertilizer dis-
tributed per minute. Combined with the distance the 
tractor traveled in a minute at different gear settings and 
an estimate of half the field depth, the amount of fertil-
izer applied per acre could be determined.

We also checked distribution of fertilizer across a 
field. We placed buckets ten feet apart in a line pointed 
away from the spreader across a field and then caught 
fertilizer as it fell. The fertilizer that we used consistently 
reached fifty feet even against light wind. With a light 
wind behind the spreader, material reached 70 feet. The 
pattern on the ground looked evenly distributed from 
spot to spot. There did not appear to be any clumping 
where fertilizer was caught in the trees. However, there 
was a reduction in the amount applied in the first twenty 
feet close to the spreader and then again at the far extent 
of its reach (Figure 3). With some adjustment in the di-
rection of the cone, we were able to increase the amount 
applied close to the spreader. Also, if fertilizer is applied 
from both sides of a block, the tapering rate at the far 
end of the distribution should be overlapped. We ran out 
of time before we could test all the possible adjustments 
so these initial patterns we observed may be improved 
upon. 

Field application of fertilizer using the EA spreader 
requires the same kind of thought process by the tractor 
driver as does mistblower application. If either machine 
is operated continuously around all sides of a block, cor-
ners will receive a double application. Either blocks need 
to be treated only from the long sides with no applica-
tion from the ends or the machine needs to be cut off 
50-60 feet before the end of the field. Different growers 
account for overlap in their own way. An operator’s use 
of a consistent and reliable strategy is what is important. 
At least initially, while the EA spreader’s limits are being 
defined, a spotter in the field could identify the number 
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of rows covered and let the operator know if any gaps 
were occurring.

This new equipment offers exciting potential to safe-
ly speed the process of applying fertilizer and to reduce 
the cost of application. With a diffuse distribution, there 
should be less likelihood of fertilizer burn. It has the po-
tential to work in trees up to about eight feet. However, 
we do need to follow it further to test its performance 
in less windy conditions and 
with more adjustments. 

The appearance of an 
EA fertilizer spreader in 
NC is the culmination of 
nine years of planning and 
discussion regarding this 
European fertilizer spread-
er. Doug Hundley, Avery 
County IPM technician, first 
learned about it from a Danish Christmas tree grower 
he visited in the summer of 2007. Doug saw a potential 
advantage for it and talked to growers about it. It wasn’t 
until John Frampton saw the implement being demon-
strated on steep mountains slopes at a Christmas tree 

meeting in Austria a couple years later that we really got 
excited. However, new equipment and the complexity of 
importing it from Europe was a hard sell in the midst 
of the recession and oversupply. Then last year, David 
Cartner of Cartner Christmas Tree Farm took up the 
challenge to import one. To save on freight, he invited 
other growers to join him. Two farms, Wolf Creek and 
Wishon Evergreens took David up on the offer. Three 

units ordered from Egedal 
Manufacturing last October 
arrived this March.

The three growers who 
imported these first Egedal 
Airflow fertilizer spreaders 
have formed a partnership 
to import and sell Egedal 
equipment in the US. Cur-
rently, they are the only US 

distributors for Egedal Manufacturing. The AE fertilizer 
spreader will sell in the neighborhood of $15,000. Price 
will vary depending on the current Dollar to Euro ex-
change rate. For more information contact WBC Dis-
tributorship, LLC, Asheville, NC 28801.

This new equipment offers 
exciting potential to safely 

speed the process of applying 
fertilizer and to reduce the cost 

of application

FREE Promotional Materials!

Promotional materials provided through
NCDA & CS Specialty Crop Block Grant Program

YOU ONLY PAY FOR SHIPPING CHARGES!

Call 800-562-8789

Banners: “NC Fraser Fir Christmas Trees” outdoor vinyl 36x55”
Tree Care Pads: 50/pad
Real Trees Make Scents Brochures CHRISTMAS TREES

PROMOTE
YOUR NC
FRASER FIR!
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Sometimes computers quit 
working right, but all it might 
take is turning them off and 
back on again – rebooting – for 

an easy fix.
Having bad elongate hemlock scale (EHS) problems 

in your trees is an indication your pest control isn’t work-
ing right. If that’s the case, it might be time for an IPM 
reboot as well. 

I recently did workshops in several counties called 
Fraser fir IPM Reboot. They were very well attended, and 
I’m so grateful to everyone who came, and to Brad Ed-
wards and the County Agents for making sure they were 
a success. But I don’t want the conversation to end there. 
So I thought I’d review some of the key points I was try-
ing to make when it comes to doing IPM – controlling 
scales – and doing a reboot.

Why EHS is such a hard pest to control:
• It’s not native to North America – so there are few 

natural enemies.
• It’s an armored scale which is the hardest type of 

scale to control.
• It has crawlers every month of the year – though 

the peak is right after bud break. If all the crawl-
ers came out at once, it would be much easier to 
control EHS.

• It doesn’t feed in the vascular tissue so systemic 
insecticides don’t work well against it. 

• The markets were poor for many years, so large 
trees lingered providing a place for scales to build 
up.

• Our pest control since the loss of Di-Syston has re-
volved around materials that had the side-effect of 
killing the little parasitic wasp that gives free scale 
control. These products aren’t an issue before bud-
break, but we’ve shifted at least some of our insec-
ticide treatments to fall rather than spring to have 
less impact on mites. But they do have an impact 
on scales.

• Fall applied synthetic pyrethroids, if made before 
mid-October in particular, are killing off the para-
sitic wasp before it can lay an egg in a scale which 
is where it overwinters.

There’s another threat to the industry—
Cryptomeria scale. Cryptomeria scale:

• Also is not native.
• Comes on quicker than EHS.
• Hurts trees worse than EHS -- causing yellow, 

mottled needles and needle shed.
• Is easier to control that EHS – for whatever rea-

son, insecticides work better against it.
• Is becoming more common.

Jill R. Sidebottom
Area Christmas Tree Extension Specialist, 
NC State University

Fraser Fir IPM

Having bad elongate hemlock scale problems
in your trees is an indication

your pest control isn’t working right

REBOOT
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Cultural practices helpful  
to a successful reboot:

• Get rid of big, heavily infested trees. Know how 
many big trees you need and get rid of the rest.

• Try to harvest all the trees in a block in 1-2 years. 
Avoid interplanting.

• Consider how you grow your tree. A lighter den-
sity tree that’s been butt-pruned is much easier to 
treat with an insecticide.

• Watch your nitrogen use. Nitrogen rich = great 
host for scales!

• Keep your ground covers. Biodiversity means lots 
of good bugs to eat the bad ones.

• Cull heavily infested trees. They aren’t worth fool-
ing with.

Chemical control tips for a successful reboot:
• Scout before you treat. No one can tell you what 

to spray with unless you know what you’re dealing 
with! (That’s been true for the last 27 years).

• Look ahead. Make pest control plans for the en-
tire growing season and even into the following 
year based on scouting results.

• Coverage is just as important as what you spray. 
(Yah – I’ve been saying that for the last 27 years 
too!).

• Don’t treat for twig aphids until the last couple of 
years in the rotation. (Again – you’ve heard that 
for years!)

• Watch what you spray from June through early 
October. That’s when the parasitic wasp is out. 

Scale infestation causes mottled 
foliage — like a camouflage
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Broad spectrum insecticides should be limited to 
before budbreak as much as possible.

It’s easier to treat for scale in younger trees. Just like 
with balsam woolly adelgid – once you’ve got a heavily 
infested field, it’s hard to clean up. It’s best to keep EHS 
to a low level and never let it get out of hand. But it 
might not be worth doing a treatment with an expen-
sive high pressure treatment. Look at how close you are 
to harvest. And if you are harvesting that year, using a 
cheaper, more broad-spectrum product to clean-up trees 
might be a good strategy. 

It’s really hard to know if you’ve killed scale because 
they will still be on the tree. The easiest way is to assess 
scales moving onto the new growth. Your County Exten-
sion Agent can help you with this.

Scale control and Safari
These suggestions are simply my opinion based on 

my own applications with Safari and watching where 
others have sprayed:

• It’s the best product for EHS control – but even it 
won’t guarantee cleaning up trees.

• It takes a long time to work. You may not see a lot 
of scales dead after treatment, but hopefully the 
scale will quit building up in your trees.

• A trunk application when trees are smaller and 
easier to treat will have zero impact on bees and 
natural predators and may be enough to get you 
through to harvest. This type of treatment won’t 
clean up a bad problem in my opinion, but will 
help a bad problem from potentially developing.

• If you are spraying Safari during the time when 
the wasps are out – from June through early Octo-
ber – don’t mix any other insecticide with it. That 
kind of defeats the purpose of using that more ex-
pensive product that’s easier on the wasp.

Two heads are better than one. Your County Agent 
is a good person to discuss your pest control strategies. 
For more control options, see Focus on Scale Control at: 
https://christmastrees.ces.ncsu.edu/christmastrees-focus-
on-elongate-hemlock-scale/

Recommendations for the use of chemicals are included in this publication 

as a convenience to the reader. The use of brand names and any mention of com-

mercial products or services in this publication does not imply endorsement by the 

North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service nor discrimination against similar 

products or services not mentioned. Individuals who use chemicals are responsible 

for ensuring that the intended use complies with current regulations and conforms 

to the product label. Be sure to obtain current information about usage and exam-

ine a current product label before applying any chemical. For assistance, contact 

an agent of the North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service in your county.

7916 Unionville-Brief Road Monroe, NC 28110
704-753-4919 800-735-1523

www.hhspray.com hhspray@vnet.net

Each sprayer 

Custom Built 
to your speci�cations

Each sprayer 

to your speci�cations

Start with a heavy-duty frame and mount the parts
you need from leading manufacturers. You choose
the size and components, and build your ideal
sprayer without lifting a tool. H&H has built custom
sprayers for satis�ed customers since 1982.

�  Skid, 3 PT or Trailer Mount  

�  8 Gallon Clean Water Tank  

�  Garden Hose Fill

�  Various Tank Sizes

�  Honda Engines

�  UDOR Pumps

�  Various Hose Lengths 
available  

�  200-300 foot x 3/8,
Manual Reel Standard
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TWO CHANCES
TO WIN!

Raffle
Supporting the North Carolina Christmas Tree Association

Winners need not be present to win.
First winner chooses first. Second winners receives second prize.

Drawing will be held at NCCTA Summer Meeting, August 26, 2016 in Blowing Rock.
All proceeds benefit promotion of North Carolina Fraser Fir.

*Winner of the shotgun must be 18 years of age with a valid I.D.

2
10K White Gold

Diamond & Sapphire
Necklace 1.0 Ct. 

($900 value)

1
Beretta A300

Outlander 12 Gauge
Wood Stock Shotgun*  

($900 value)

Thank you for your support!
Special thanks to The Jefferstone in West Jefferson

and XTREME Gun & Pawn in Boone

Only $5
Per Ticket

Only 1,200 tickets printed
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What is somatic 
embryogenesis?
Inside every plant seed there 

is an embryo or undeveloped young plant. In our case, 
there is a tiny Fraser fir tree in each seed waiting to 
develop. Somatic embryogenesis (SE) is a laboratory 
process whereby we make exact copies of these em-
bryos. The copies originate from somatic cells, i.e., cells 
forming the plant body rather than from ovules and 
pollen that in nature produce embryos through fertiliza-
tion. If we successfully develop SE methods for Fraser 
fir, we could use these copies to plant whole fields of 
Christmas trees.

SE is a complex process divided into four major 
steps: 1) starting/establishing the embryogenic culture 
(initiation), 2) multiplication to make 1000’s of copies of 
the original embryo (proliferation) 3) maturation of em-
bryos into plantlets and 4) transfer of the plantlets from 
laboratory culture to soil.  After the initiation step, we 
can use liquid nitrogen (cryopreservation) to store some 
of the culture for decades, 
and then revive it whenever 
needed.

While it is theoretically 
possible to obtain somatic 
embryos from any source of 
plant tissue, in practice for 
conifers, the best initiation 
success occurs when immature zygotic (natural) embryos 
are used as the starting material. For Fraser fir, this in-
volves collecting immature cones during late June and 
extracting embryos from the seed. Alternatively, embry-
os from full-term (mature) seed can be used (Figure 1) 

but initiation success is generally lower and may decrease 
further with storage time of the seed. 

Why do we want to develop  
SE for Fraser fir?

SE is basically a cloning technique that can theo-
retically produce hundreds of thousands of seedlings 
of the same genotype, that is, genetically identical 
seedlings. If SE could be further developed into a com-
mercially viable propagation system for Fraser fir, uni-

form Christmas tree fields 
of superior clones selected 
for fast growth, excellent 
quality and good posthar-
vest needle retention could 
be established. Uniformity 
would help cultural effi-
ciencies in shearing, fertil-

ization and pest control as well as yield a more uni-
form product for wholesale customers. ‘Choose and cut’ 
growers could plant a mixture of clones with known 
desirable traits to offer a variety of superior choices for 
their customers.

John Frampton, Lilian Matallana and 
Robert Thomas
NCSU Christmas Tree Genetics Program

SomatiC embryogeneSiS 
of fraSer fir

Figure 1. A somatic embryo emerging from a mature Fraser fir 
embryo (a) and rapidly multiplying masses of Fraser fir somatic 
embryos (b). Reprinted with permission from New Forests.

If we successfully develop
SE methods for Fraser fir, we could use 

these copies to plant whole fields
of Christmas trees.
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Another benefit of improving SE methods for Fraser 
fir would be to provide a pathway for genetic engineer-
ing in the future. SE would enable the development of 
genetic transformation of Fraser fir, that is, insertion or 
manipulation of DNA affecting desirable traits. Genetic 
transformation of forest tree species is usually performed 
by inserting genetic constructs into SE cultures, produc-
ing embryos, and then selecting and propagating the 
transformed embryos for further evaluation. Inserting 
genes related to Phytophthora resistance may be possible. 
Colleagues in the College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry at the State University of New York (ESF 
SUNY) have transformed American chestnuts with can-
didate resistant genes and the transformed seedlings will 
be challenged with Phytophthora at NCSU this summer 
to evaluate their resistance. If appropriate SE and ge-
netic transformation techniques were available, a similar 
strategy could be explored for Fraser fir.

Current Status of SE for Fraser Fir
There are four papers in the scientific literature con-

cerning Fraser fir SE. The most recent one (Pullman 
et al. 2016), reports significant improvements to the SE 
process for Fraser fir. It describes experiments conducted 
over a 10-year period in Dr. Gerald Pullman’s laboratory 
at the Institute of Paper Science and Technology, Geor-
gia Tech. Dr. Ulrika Egersdotter conducted some of the 
early research in this lab with funding from NCCTA. 
The seed for this research originated from Fraser fir seed 
orchards of the N.C. Division of Forest Resources (2003-
2007) and the N.C. Premium Fraser Fir Seed Coop 
(2009-2012) so that the techniques reported are appli-
cable to currently used families in the N.C. Christmas 
tree industry.

The initiation step of SE is critical. Once cultures 
are captured from individual seed, they can be multiplied 
and used for various experiments in order to improve the 
downstream steps of SE. The 2016 paper demonstrated 
the relationship between starting material and initiation 
success. When starting from mature seed, the initiation 
success averaged about 11% under the best conditions. 
However, when immature embryos were used as the 
starting material, initiation rates improved and typically 
averaged 20-30% or higher. Further, the developmental 
stage of the immature embryo was important with Stage 
3 (Figure 2) yielding the highest initiation rate. So, there 

is a brief window during late June every year to collect 
starting material to have maximum success in initiating 
Fraser fir SE cultures. 

In addition to the importance of the starting mate-
rial, Dr. Pullman published many improvements to the 
components of the media used for the initiation of SE 
cultures and the downstream SE steps. He also demon-
strated that SE cultures of Fraser fir could remain viable 
after cryostorage at -30° F. This would allow cultures to 
be easily preserved while clonal seedlings are grown and 
field-tested for Christmas tree characteristics and subse-
quently used to propagate the best clones. Dr. Pullman 
was also able to get somatic embryos to germinate and 
form a root (Figure 3).

New NCSU Project  
and Team Member

Recently, the NCSU Christmas Tree Genetics team 
was awarded a two-year grant through the NCDA&CS 
Specialty Crop Block Grant Program for a research 
project to continue improvement of Fraser fir SE tech-
niques. 

Figure 2. Stages of development of Fraser fir embryos from 
cones collected during late June and early July. The best 
initiation success of somatic embryogenic cultures occur with 
Stage 3 embryos but Stages 2-5 also give acceptable initiation 
success. Reprinted with permission from New Forests.

Figure 3. Somatic seedlings of Fraser fir with a root and shoot 
growth. Reprinted with permission from New Forests.
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We are pleased to welcome Robert Thomas who 
joined us during April to work on this project. And, Rob-
ert is thrilled to be back at NCSU! He received a Master 
of Science degree from the NCSU Botany Department 
(now Plant & Microbial Biology) in 1993 and has worked 
for 18 years at companies including Syngenta (formerly 
Ciba Geigy) and ArborGen (formerly MeadWestvaco), 
where he improved loblolly pine, cottonwood, sweetgum, 
eucalyptus and even corn. We are grateful to have Rob-
ert’s expertise to accelerate our progress on this project.

Our team plans to build on the recently published 

Fraser fir SE techniques. Specifically, the project objec-
tives are to: 1) improve our knowledge of the laboratory 
steps of somatic embryogenesis for Fraser fir, 2) evaluate 
greenhouse practices for producing somatic seedlings of 
Fraser fir for field testing in the N.C. Mountains and 3) 
cyrostore Fraser fir clones with high capacity to produce 
somatic embryos for use in the development of genetic 
transformation technology. 

We have already started efforts to initiate SE cul-
tures from stored mature Fraser fir seed from the N.C. 
Premium Fraser Fir Seed Coop orchard. We would like 
to improve initiation from mature seeds so that SE 

could be started anytime of the year. But, we are also 
making plans for a large initiation effort when the op-
timum window for initiating from immature embryos 
occurs during June-July. Our team is excited about this 
research and will keep growers informed of our progress. 
Ultimately, we hope to enable the use of SE technology 
and genetic transformation in the commercial produc-
tion of genetically improved planting stock for Fraser fir 
Christmas tree growers.

Literature on Somatic
Embryogenesis of Fraser Fir

Rajbhandari, N. and A. Stomp. 1997. Embryogenic cal-
lus induction in Fraser fir. HortScience 32:737–738.

Guevin, T.G. and E.G. Kirby. 1997. Induction of embryo-
genesis in cultured mature zygotic embryos of Abies fra-
seri (Pursh) Poir. Plant Cell, Tissue, and Organ Culture. 
49:219–222.

Kim, Y.W., R. Newton, J. Frampton and K.-H. Han. 2009. 
Embryogenic tissue initiation and somatic embryogeneis 
in Fraser fir (Abies fraseri [Pursh] Poir.). In Vitro Cellular 
& Developmental Biology – Plant. 45:400-406.

Pullman, G.S., K. Olson, T. Fischer, U. Egertsdotter, J. 
Frampton, and K. Bucalo. 2016. Fraser fir somatic em-
bryogenesis: high frequency initiation, maintenance, 
embryo development, germination and cryopreservation. 
New Forests. 47:453-480.

Article and images were reprinted from New Forests Journal/Magazine, license number 3857051406002, 
article title – Fraser fir somatic embryogenesis: high frequency initiation, maintenance, embryo devel-
opment, germination and cryopreservation, volume 47, Jan 1, 2016, John Frampton, Lilian Matallana 

& Robert Thomas, Licensed Content Author - Gerald S. Pullman, With permission of Springer.

We would like to improve
initiation from mature seeds 
so that SE could be started 

anytime of the year.

To promote the traditions and memories of celebrating 
Christmas with a Real Tree.

To protect and grow your business. NCCTA works to stop 
legislation and regulations that are negative to you and 
others growing, wholesaling and retailing Real Christmas 
Trees and to support beneficial legislation and regulations.

To be part of a community of Christmas Tree professionals 
and share the knowledge and experiences of thousands 
who share your concerns, questions and needs.

WHY
Should I Become
a Member of the

North Carolina Christmas 
Tree Association?
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We carry all of your decorating and tree mainenance supplies.
Some of our most popular items include:

Visit our online store at shop.northwoodsevergreen.com
to browse our complete product line!

Call today for a free catalog: 1-800-377-9591
Northwoods Evergreen is located in beautiful Merrill, Wisconsin, USA

Garland Equipment
-WASP II Garland Machines
-Garland Winder (100ft/min.)
-Spool and paddle wire by the

case or by the pallet

Grower Supplies
-ARS Long Reach pruners
-Felco clippers
-Dexter cutlery
-Chaps and gloves
-Diamond sharpening steels

Sharp Edge Knife
“The sharpest knife in the field!”
-Tough rosewood handle
-16” stainless blades
-Straight or Serrated
-100% made in the USA

Northwoods Evergreen & Wire LLC
Established 1971

Balers • Netting • Tree Life Nutrient • Tree Removal Bag • Coloring Books  
Tree Tags • Colorant • Needlehold • Load Divider & More!
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THROWBACK FROM THE ARCHIVES...

Christmas Past at the WNC
Farmers Market in Asheville

Photos Courtesy of Bill Glenn

Bill Glenn and Dale Hawkins discussing University of Tennessee Football with (former) US Representative Heath Shuler
at a Christmas tree event at the WNC Farmers Market in December 2008

Snow covered Christmas trees and Fraser fir wreaths on display at the WNC Farmers Market in Asheville (2002)
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If you would like to join this effort by making a contribution to the  association’s fund
and/or fund a named endowment, email cnr _ development@ncsu.edu or call 919.513.7734.

Christmas Tree Research
Endowment Fund

“Sustaining a future for the Christmas Tree Industry”

$235,000 pledged to date

NC State Natural Resources Foundation, Inc.

Thank You
North Carolina Christmas Tree Association

The Deal Family
New River Tree Company

Cline Church Nursery
Yates Christmas Tree Farms

Dale & Ruth Shepherd
Mt. Rogers Christmas Tree Growers Association

The Barr Family
Sanford and Deborah Fishel III

Fred and Dot Wagoner
The Hudler Family
Tucker Tree Farms

T.R. “Dick” & Linda Workman



Do you remember the report in the Fall/Winter 
2015 Edition of Limbs & Needles by Jeff Owen and Jill 
Sidebottom? They reported on their research projects 
that were funded with money raised by the Association’s 
Research Committee and the Christmas Tree Research 
Endowments at NCSU’s Natural Resources Foundation. 
Since the fall of 2004, NCCTA has partnered with NC 
State University’s College of Natural Resources to build 
an endowment to support Christmas Tree Research. To-
day, over $212,000 has been invested for the future of 
the Christmas tree industry in North Carolina and sur-
rounding counties in Virginia and Tennessee.

Earl Deal of Smokey Holler Tree Farm helped initiate 
the effort by visiting and talking with growers in western 
North Carolina. The Deal Family was the first to make an 
investment by establishing the Deal Family Endowment. 
Dale Shepherd of New River Tree Company was second 
after first saying “it’ll never work” - but then recognized 
the long term benefits to the industry and established the 
New River Tree Company endowment. Dale followed up 
his first company pledge with a second gift of stock, estab-
lishing The Dale and Ruth Shepherd fund.

Cline Church Nursery, Yates Christmas Tree Farms, 
The Barr Family, The Mt. Rogers Christmas Tree As-
sociation, Fred and Dot Wagoner, Sanford and Deborah 
Fishel, and Tucker Tree Farms have established their own 
endowments by each investing over an average time peri-
od of five years. These folks have also been active in being 
advocates for the Christmas Tree Research Endowments. 

In 2007, Ron Hudler jumped on board establishing 
The Hudler Family Endowment. Ron believed this could 
be a “lifeline” to future research needs from disease con-
trol to marketing. 

Continuing the legacy and in support of the North 
Carolina industry, Dick and Linda Workman became 
the first to pledge at the $25,000 level. When making 
the commitment Dick wrote: “To this day, we believe 
the Fraser fir stands above the rest, it is the Rolls Royce 
of ALL Christmas trees. Thus, we have established this 
endowment to continue research on the Fraser fir and to 
grow the industry.”

The NC State Natural Resources Foundation, Inc. is 
honored to partner with NCCTA to raise funds for Christ-
mas tree research benefiting growers in North Carolina 
and surrounding counties in Virginia and Tennessee. 

There Are Two Ways to Participate!
Every grower is needed for the long-term support of 

Christmas tree research. There are two options available 
for each farm to participate in the support of needed re-
search for the long term health of the industry.

In 2005 the NCCTA established the Dale Shepherd 
NCCTA Christmas Tree Research Endowment to receive 
general donations and funds from any source at any given 
time. All members, allied businesses, friends of the indus-
try and others can support Christmas tree research by 
contributing to this general investment endowment.

Others may choose to make a larger gift by establish-
ing their own Individual Endowment in honor of their 
farm, family member or other individual. They will forev-
er be connecting their family and/or business to the long 
term health and success of the industry. To date, twelve 
individual endowments have been established. When ful-
ly endowed, each endowment fund will begin to generate 
additional research dollars and be commingled with the 
other funds to sponsor worthy research projects as deter-
mined by the Association’s Research Committee. 

We would like to thank those current Individual 
Endowment Donors:

Avenues of Giving
There are several ways you can contribute in helping 

grow the research dollars faster:

If you have questions, comments or would like 
to make a gift/pledge, please contact Jennifer Viets 
919.513.7734 or Jennifer_viets@ncsu.edu or Earl Deal 
336.372.2756 or smokeyholler@skybest.com.

CHRISTMAS TREE RESEARCH FUND 

Deal Family
New River  
Tree Company
Yates Christmas Trees  
& Landscaping
Dale & Ruth Shepherd
Mt. Rogers Christmas 
Tree Growers 
Association

Barr Family
Cline Church Nursery
Sanford & Deborah 
Fishel
Fred & Dot Wagoner
The Hudler Family
Tucker Tree Farms
Dick & Linda Workman

Cash/Check/Credit Card
Stock
 Pledged over a period 
of years

Memorial or Honorarium
Land/property
 Will bequests and other 
planned giving options
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Members. They are the lifeblood of every association. 
Each year associations look for ways to enhance the val-
ue proposition that is provided to their members. These 
come from a variety of different sources. Sometimes they 
are through educational offerings, sometimes through ex-
pos and events, and sometimes through strategic relation-
ships. One benefit of particular value that NC Christmas 
Tree Association (NCCTA) offers is its strategic relation-
ship with First Benefits Insurance Mutual (FBIM). 

Over 20 years ago, the North Carolina Retail Mer-
chants Association (NCRMA) created a workers’ com-
pensation company and made it available exclusively to 
its members. Initially a self-insured fund, the company’s 
reputation grew based on outstanding service and com-
petitive rates. Additional organizations began to make it 
available to their members as a member benefit. 

In 2008, the fund reformed as a mutual insurance 
company. First Benefits Insurance Mutual emerged and 
is an outstanding, competitive workers’ compensation 

benefit for members of NCCTA. As a current member 
of NCCTA, you are eligible for workers’ compensation 
with no other membership requirements. Your member-
ship allows you access to one of North Carolina’s best 
kept workers’ compensation secrets.

North Carolina law states that all businesses with 
three or more employees, and farm operations with ten 
or more employees, are required to purchase a workers’ 
compensation policy. Although these numbers dictate 
when you have to purchase coverage, your liability to 
your employees begins when you hire the first one. Pur-
chasing workers’ compensation insurance is the smart 
thing to do, and when you purchase a policy through 
FBIM your purchase is providing an additional layer of 
support for your association.

If you don’t have your workers’ compensation through 
First Benefits Insurance Mutual, you should! Contact NC 
Christmas Tree Association for additional information, or 
contact FBIM for an agent in your area!

*First Benefits Insurance Mutual is a membership based 
workers’ compensation insurance company created by North 
Carolina business owners.

Your Membership Allows You Access to 
One of North Carolina’s Best Kept Secrets
Richard Suddarth CIC, AIC, AIS
VP of Marketing
First Benefits Insurance Mutual, Inc.

North CarolinaWorkers’ Compensation

Your Association endorses FBIM as a 
member benefit based on our commitment 
to North Carolina business owners.

First Benefits Insurance Mutual, 
Inc. (FBIM) is a North 
Carolina-based workers’ 
compensation insurance 
company. We understand your 
concerns as business owners. 
Our experienced staff prides 
ourselves on personal service, 
sound underwriting and 
aggressive claims management.

Our clients have peace of mind knowing 
that FBIM is secured by an A+ (Superior) 
rated international reinsurance company.

Visit our website to find an
agent in your area:
www.firstbenefits.org

We’re your neighbor.
We know workers’ compensation.
We know North Carolina.
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Semi-Annual
Meeting,

Tradeshow
& Farm Tour

August 26 & 27
2016
Meadowbroook Inn
Blowing Rock, NC
Watauga County

Don’t miss out on 
this year’s summer 

meeting and the 
opportunity to come 

together and network 
with fellow growers, 

allied businesses and 
industry friends.

Early registration deadline is
August 12, 2016. 

Be sure to pre-register
by the deadline for

discounted registration prices!

Visit www.blowingrock.com for additional lodging, shopping and attractions.

Make your reservations early to receive 
the discounted NCCTA lodging rates:
Meadowbrook Inn, Blowing Rock, Host Hotel
Standard Room Types:
Thursday Night $84 +tax
Friday Night $139 +tax

For reservations call: (828) 295-4300 
Room rates available until July 25, 2016

Sponsorship opportunities are available.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
You are a vital part of the real, farm-grown Christmas tree industry.

Friday, August 26:
Business Meeting, Speakers, Demonstrations,

Tree & Wreath Contest, Trade Show
Location: Meadowbrook Inn, Blowing Rock

Friday Evening:
Dinner & Social Event at Meadowbrook Inn, 

Blowing Rock. Social hour starts at 6:00pm with 
live entertainment. Dinner served at 6:30pm. 

Saturday, August 27:
Watauga County Farm Tour includes: 

Cornett Carolina Trees
Clawson’s Christmas Tree Farm

C & J Christmas Trees

REGISTER NOW

www.wataugachristmastrees.org

WATAUGA COUNTY
CHRISTMAS TREE ASSOCIATION



Sponsors:
Diamond $1000
Carolina Farm Credit (photo)

Gold $750
Bayer Crop Science (photo)
Crop Production Services (photo)

Silver $500
Farm Bureau - Watauga County

Bronze $250
Yates Christmas Tree Farm
New River Tree Compmay 
Greenscape Tools
Hudler Tree Farm 
Sturgill Tree Farms 

Friends of NCCTA $100
Cornett Carolina Trees 
Gra – Mac Irrigation 
Reddick Equipment Co. 
NC Rep. Jonathon Jordan 
Fraser Knoll 
Miller Farm Supply

NCCTA Winter Meeting 
Exhibitors:
Thank you to each of our exhibitors and allied business 
partners for their support of the real Christmas tree industry 
and the North Carolina Christmas Tree Association.

AGRIfinancial Services
BASF
Bayer Crop Science
Carolina Farm Credit
Crop Production Services
Evergreen Christmas Tree Equipment
First Citizens Bank
First Pioneer Insurance Agency, Inc.
Fraser Knoll
Gra-Mac Irrigation
Greenscape Tools, Inc. 
H&H Farm Machine Co, Inc.
Johnson Price Sprinkle PA
LifeStore Insurance
Millhouse Logistics 
NCDA&CS - Agronomics Division 
NCDA&CS - Marketing Division 
NCDA&CS – Pesticides Division
NCDA&CS – Plant Industry Division
NRCS/NC Wildlife Resources Commission
Reddick Equipment Co. of NC, LLC
Ross Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School – STAR team 
USDA National Agricultural Statistics 
Service – NC Field Office 
Vans Pines Nursery
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Winter Meeting Highlights
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Research Raffle
Thank you to everyone who 
supported the research raffle that 
raised over $3,000 for Christmas 
tree research projects!

Congratulations to the two 
grand prize winners, Buddy 
Deal & Larry Smith. Buddy & 
Larry each won a new Samsung 
Galaxy Tablet!
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Winter Meeting Highlights

Above: Crop Production Services; Lower Left: Bayer Crop Science; 
Lower Right: Carolina Farm Credit

Limbs & Needles • Spring/Summer 20�6 ��

Thank You To Our Generous Sponsors!
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We were all saddened by the unexpected passing of 
Henry Fowler this past harvest season. I have worked 
with Henry for the past several years. We co-chaired the 
Research Committee and conducted raffles and auctions 
to benefit research for NCCTA members.

There was no one who worked harder or longer to 
get the job done than Henry. He was usually the first to 
arrive to help set up and then was the last to leave after 
helping clean up. 

I dare say a lot of you never knew all that Henry did 
and contributed. That was the way he wanted it. There 
is an old saying: Still water runs deep. That was Henry. He 
worked hard to get the job done, but shunned the lime-
light. He would just say “This is what I think we should 
do… this is how I think we should do it. Now, you go tell 
them.” He didn’t want any public acknowledgment.

If I had to describe Henry in two words, I would say 
“dedicated” and “tenacious.”

Henry Fowler Remembered…
by Dan McKinney

Outstanding Service Award:
Henry Fowler
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Henry with his grandchildren; photo courtesy of Christy and Liane

There were so many things I learned from working 
with Henry. Maybe the most important one was that 
there may be many ways to get something done, BUT, 
according to him, his way was the best and ONLY way. 

Henry was a unique person. He was the epitome of 
a true Mountain Man and a real contributor to our in-

dustry. Again, we are all saddened by his passing and will 
miss him and all his hard work and dedication to the 
industry. He will be greatly missed but never forgotten!

Dan McKinney presented the Outstanding Service Award 
to Henry’s daughters, Christy and Liane.

DEDICATION
I can’t remember Henry ever missing a meeting. When we called research meet-

ings, I would tell Henry that we can do this by way of a telephone conference call 

since it is a long way from Jackson County to Boone. Henry would always say, “No, 

let’s have it at the NCCTA office. I like to look at people when I talk to them!”

TENACITY
When Henry got an idea, he wouldn’t let go until it was addressed and discussed. 

I would say “Henry, we’ve already brought this up and discussed it.” He would say 

“well, let’s bring it up again, they must not have heard us.”

His tenaciousness at times reminded me of my favorite dog’s behavior. She was 

a Jack Russell, named Sunny. One time Sunny found a neighbor’s goat tied in his 

backyard. There was just something about that goat. She locked onto the goat’s leg 

and wouldn’t let go. Round and round that pole they went. Eventually I had to pry 

her jaws open with a stick to get her to let go of that goat.

I am sure if I look up the word tenacious in the dictionary, I would see a picture of 

Sunny, but right beside Sunny would be a picture of Henry Fowler.
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On February 18, 2016, the North Carolina Christ-
mas Tree Association Lifetime membership award was 
given to Doug Hundley, IPM Technician, Avery County 
Cooperative Extension Center. This award was given to 
Doug for his lifetime work in Fraser Fir IPM.

On July 1, 2016, Avery County Cooperative Exten-
sion Service and the Fraser Fir Industry will lose one of 
its greatest assets. Mr. Doug Hundley has been our IPM 
Technician, and when I say “our”, I mean that in a larger 
sense – defined by more than just the boundaries of Avery 
County. He has worked diligently for our industry since 

1991, when he started as an IPM technician for Avery 
County. His new position was funded through a federal 
IPM grant administered by Dr. Mike Linker, IPM Coordi-
nator in the Department of Crop Science at NCSU. 

Linker’s goal was to get North Carolina farmers to 
adopt IPM practices and reduce pesticide use. Mike Link-
er had spoken with Jeff Owen, who at the time was the 
Horticulture Extension Agent in Avery County and Mike 
Pittman, Avery County’s Extension Director, about start-
ing an IPM program in Avery County for Fraser fir Christ-
mas trees and other conifers grown for ornamentals.

Lifetime Membership Award:
Doug Hundley
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At the time, Jill Sidebottom, Mountain Conifer IPM 
Specialist, had already been working a couple of years to 
improve Fraser fir pest management. She refined scout-
ing techniques and protocols first developed by Dr. Fred 
Hain, NCSU Entomologist, and Dr. Jim McGraw, For-
estry Pest Specialist. These practices had not been wide-
ly accepted by growers who were spraying on a calendar 
schedule regardless of what pests were present in fields. 
Sidebottom had field scouting demonstrations in all Fra-
ser fir counties in western North Carolina. But again, 
getting growers interested in learning to scout for them-
selves and practice IPM techniques was still difficult.

As Jeff Owen has said, no grower ever came to him 
asking for an IPM program. But the concerns they did 
have – soil erosion, poor foliage color, poor pest control, 
mite flare-ups, Phytophthora root rot – all could be ad-
dressed through IPM techniques and scouting. Linker 
envisioned a technician position that would work one-
on-one with growers to demonstrate how IPM principles 
would grow better trees and save money.

So in 1990-1991, grant money was obtained to hire 
an IPM technician. The idea was to enroll Avery County 
growers into an IPM program. They would pay $20 per 
acre, and agree to be in the field scouting with a trained 
technician. They would agree to take soil samples, main-
tain scouting records, and participate in county-wide 
scouting workshops. In return, they would have their trees 
scouted and obtain recommendations for pest control, 
ground cover management, and fertilizer recommenda-
tions For three years the position was paid for primarily 
through these federal IPM funds through grants written 
by Owen, Pitman, and Sidebottom with the support of 
Dr. Walt Skroch, Ornamental Weed Control Extension 
Specialist, Dr. Jim McGraw, Forestry Entomology Spe-
cialist, and Dr. Jim Shelton, Soil Scientist.

Doug was the perfect person for the job. A Texan by 
birth, he had moved to western NC and had 15 years ex-
perience growing shrubbery, showing himself to be a true 
plantsman by trade and choice. Doug by nature is a very 
curious and passionate person. When Doug decides to 
do something, no matter what it is, he becomes obsessed 
to learn all that he can. His hunger for knowledge and 

concern for others helped him make the Avery County 
IPM program successful. He quickly developed the cred-
ibility needed to be a scout. As stated in the second-
year grant, “Doug knows the business and understands 
out growers’ needs. In scouting, his attention to detail, 
organizational abilities, and conscientiousness become 
a valuable asset. He has quickly grasped pertinent pest 
information and has been able to contribute new insight 
into the direction of our county program.”

After three years, the federal grant was finished and 
the IPM program was in jeopardy. Presented with the loss 
of a popular program, the Avery County commissioners, 
who prided themselves on spending tax dollars conser-
vatively and wisely chose to continue the program. They 
hired Doug on with 100% county funds. This is rare, 
and in fact I really don’t know of another 100% county 
funded agricultural technician during that time period. 
Now we have a few, but still it is atypical rather than the 
norm.

Doug has a salesman’s heart, and I say this with the 
utmost respect. Doug will know the answer to a problem, 
but when working with a grower will allow that grower 
to “teach” Doug versus Doug “teach” them. This gift 
of humility, allowed each grower to learn at their own 
rate without any fear or concern. I have seen this abil-
ity in action many times. I have seen him lead a grower 
through this learning process all the while allowing the 
grower to lead him on this journey of knowledge. How 
do I know this?? Because he taught me as well in this 
same manner. Never was he short or ill tempered, always 
wanting to learn with the grower.

When Jill or Jeff came up with something they 
would work with Doug to “test” it out. He was able to get 
any grower to implement IPM practices, even the larger 
growers.

When I first started in 1995 Doug had been on the 
job just 4 years. He then took it upon himself to help me 
learn the industry. I appreciated his patience and kind-
ness. He always made me feel as if I was teaching him, 
but we both know it was the opposite.

Doug’s passion for the job was quite evident. He ate, 
slept, worked, thought, and drank Fraser Fir IPM. I can-

NCCTA Awards
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not tell you how many times Doug would call me at night 
to discuss something associated with Fraser Fir IPM. I 
thought to myself, “Does this guy every relax and not 
work?”

Every year he would increase the number of Av-
ery County IPM program participants (IPMer’s), Even 
though the IPMer’s were supposed to “graduate” after 
three years, no one ever did. He would continue visiting, 
emailing, sending weekly/monthly letters, providing one 
on one farm visits, phone calls, and finally texting his 
IPMer’s. He was continually working on improvements 
to the program.

I think that Doug’s greatest contribution to the in-
dustry was when he got a few growers together to work 
on refining ground cover management strategies. These 
farmer-researchers included Bill McNeely, Jack Wiseman 
Jr, John Dellinger, Laren Vance, Larry Smith, Phil Ho-
bart and many more. 

Dr. Walt Skroch, Dr. Stewart Warren, and Jeff Owen 
had worked many years before to get growers to use tank 
mixes of Vantage, Stinger, and Goal to manage a ground-
cover under Christmas trees for the first time. They had 
also conducted research with low rates of Roundup. In 
fact, Stu Warren’s completed his PhD dissertation on the 
effects of low rates of Roundup on Fraser fir.

However, it wasn’t until Doug brought his group of 
Avery County growers together to work on it, that weed 
suppression with Roundup was adopted. These growers 
worked with Doug and sprayed Roundup on trees on 
a weekly/monthly basis. That does not seem like much 
now, but back then YOU WERE SPRAYING ROUND 
UP RIGHT ON YOUR TREES – a herbicide known 
to burn and kill foliage. Before then, growers kept any 
Roundup off the foliage between bud break and Septem-
ber. The IPM On-Farm research group worked for years 
on this until everyone involved was comfortable with 
it. This was the foundation of chemical mowing with 
Roundup.

 Doug was always sharing what he did with me, Jeff, 
and Jill. This technique was not only taught to grow-
ers in Avery County, but growers and extension agents 
throughout the Fraser fir region. Eventually it was in-

troduced to Christmas Growers across North America. 
Then he had a chance to teach it to growers on the Euro-
pean Continent when attending a meeting in Denmark. 
Let that sink in...

A technician whose knowledge came from hands-
on-work was teaching a technique to growers, professors, 
and researchers around the world. Doug never forgot who 
helped him. He would always say that he was just report-
ing what his IPM On-Farm Research team told him.

In his later years, after teaching and getting almost 
all the growers using IPM techniques and strategies, 
Doug turned his attention to another cause, heirloom 
apples.

His work with heirloom apples though not as eco-
nomically driven as the Fraser Fir IPM program has 
been just as meaningful. He has helped find two or three 
“extinct” apples that survived from our pioneering an-
cestors. He can identify almost any apple, but he will 
be the first to tell you that he is not the expert. I have 
come to dread the fall of the year because our office will 
start smelling of old rotting apples. Doug’s desk would 
sometimes have 40 or more apples on it. All of these 
apples would have his distinctive handwriting on them. 
Doug would use a sharpie to write on the apple itself. In 
that manner, if someone came in while he was out in the 
field, they could learn on their own by comparing their 
apple to those on his desk. If by chance your apple was 
not represented on the table, then your mystery apples 
could be left for him to figure out. Always the teacher.

Doug’s work will live on in people like Brad Edwards, 
Bryan Davis, Jeff Owen, Dr. Jill Sidebottom, the rest of 
us agents, and most importantly in our growers, who I 
hope will continue to teach their workers all about IPM, 
scouting, spraying, fertilizing, and of course apples.

I will miss my mentor and friend, but I know he 
will enjoy his retirement with his wife Meg. Our staff in 
Avery County will dearly miss our Fraser fir IPM Tech., 
heirloom apple expert, and most importantly, friend.

Jerry Moody presented the Lifetime Membership Award to 
Doug Hundley.
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Brad touches so many growers with his smile and 
positive attitude as he works with Christmas tree grow-
ers in a huge territory of more than three counties in 
Northwestern North Carolina.  Everyone is so at ease 
with Brad because of his personality and his ability to 
work with any grower large or small, whether it’s to help 
with site selection, scouting, fertility, or all of the above.  
Brad’s work with Jeff Owen, Jill Sidebottom, and the en-
tire research team is tireless and he has helped implement 

many research-based methods that were developed using 
a common sense approach with growers.  The definition 
of a great educator is a person who relates information to 
his students in a way that makes them understand...this 
describes Brad perfectly.

Johnny Wishon presented the Outstanding Educator 
Award to Brad Edwards.

Outstanding Educator Award:
Brad Edwards

NCCTA Awards
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Fan Us
or follow us!

Visit Our Website To Link To Us

North Carolina
Christmas Tree Association

www.NCchristmastrees.com

BERKEY’S
NURSERY

Visit our website, write or call
for our complete price list

44251 Rogers Rd • PO Box 215
Spartansburg, PA 16434-0215

814-654-7513
Fax: 814-654-7503

www.berkeysnursery.com
All our plants are grown on fumigated ground!!!

“Growers of Genetically Superior
Evergreen Seedlings

and Transplants”
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In 2015 the top 5 health concerns among migrant 
farmworkers in North Carolina were Hypertension, 
Diabetes, Obesity, Contact Dermatitis, and Depression. 
These conditions not only pose serious health concerns 
for the individual but also negatively affect the produc-
tivity of your workforce. The Farmworker Health Out-
reach Team, based out of High Country Community 
Health, has conducted health outreach among migrant 
Christmas tree farmers for the past 10 years. Formerly 
part of the Appalachian Regional Health Care System, 
this program serves farmworkers and their families on 
Christmas Tree Farms in Watauga, Avery and Caldwell 
Counties. 

The farmworker health outreach program works to 
prevent the onset of chronic disease. We conduct eve-
ning outreach during which we take vitals such as blood 
pressure, blood glucose levels, and BMI to identify indica-
tors of chronic disease and provide health education and 
referrals into the clinic when needed. In order to make 
healthcare accessible for everyone, including migrant 
farmworkers, our clinic is run on a sliding scale (based 
on income and family size) and we provide transporta-
tion and interpretation when needed. In the interest of 
not disrupting work on the Christmas tree farms we hold 
a walk-in clinic in Newland on Thursday evenings from 
5:30 – 8pm, with interpreters always on site. 

We believe that access to healthcare is beneficial 
for both the farmworker and the grower. Among the 

many barriers to healthcare that migrant farmworkers 
face, cost is a large one. Under the Affordable Care Act 
many H2A workers are now eligible for enrollment and 
health coverage. When an H2A worker lands in the 
United States a 60-day open enrollment periods activate 
for him/her. During this time the farmworker can en-
roll in health insurance and, if eligible, receive premium 
tax credits. For more information or assistance enroll-
ing in healthcare please contact our bilingual Outreach 
and Enrollment Coordinator, Alex Noriega at 828-773-
7297 or alexandranoriega@hcchmail.org. 

Our Farmworker Health Outreach team wants to 
hear from you! Please feel free to reach out with any up-
dates, questions, or concerns. We are available to con-
duct health education workshops and/or visit your farm-
workers most days of the week. To reach our Outreach 
Team please contact our Farmworker Health Coordina-
tor, Lillian Jacobs at 828-406-1856, lillianjacobs@
hcchmail.org or our Farmworker Health Specialist, 
Martin Pedraza at 828-292-0769, martinpedraza@
hcchmail.org

Lillian Jacobs 
4/15/2016 

Farmworker Health Coordinator 
High Country Community Health 

www.highcountrycommunityhealth.com 

Do You Know About High Country Community Health’s

Farmworker Health Outreach Services? 



Centennial, Colorado – The success of the new 
Christmas Tree Promotion, Research and Information 
Order depends on many things – but arguably the two 
most important factors are assessment collections and a 
strong promotional plan. The Christmas Tree Promo-
tion board recently made major steps forward in these 
two key areas.

Program Funding  
and Assessment Collection

The CTPB recently reached a key funding level of 
$1.5 million collected for the 2015 harvest season. Al-
though there are assessments still to be collected, this 
is an important milestone. “Having these dollars in the 
bank insures that we can move forward with a strong 
promotional program for the 2016 season,” commented 
CTPB Treasurer, Cubby Steinhart.

Assessment collections will continue in earnest. 
“We are beginning to receive assessments on Christmas 
trees imported from Canada,” said Marsha Gray, CTPB 
staff member. “The delay in receiving customs reports on 
imported trees put us a bit behind on import collections. 
We are now getting excellent response from importers 
and Canadian growers.”

“We anticipated that assessment collections would 
have some challenges in the first year,” commented 
Executive Director, Tim O’Connor. “We started from 
ground zero and are still identifying producers.” A series 
of two letters was sent to known producers in November 
and December, reminding growers of their responsibility 
to report and either pay the assessment or submit an ap-
plication for exemption. A follow up mailing is planned 
in the near future for growers who have not responded.

All payments and sales reporting forms are mailed 
directly to the CTPB’s lockbox at Metropolitan Bank in 
Memphis, Tennessee.

Promotional Partner Selected
The primary activity at the Christmas Tree Promo-

tion Board’s March 9-11 meeting was a series of presen-
tations from six advertising and public relations agen-
cies. This field of six was identified by the Promotion 
Committee in January after carefully reviewing propos-
als from a number of agencies. Executive Director, Tim 
O’Connor identified highly successful and award-win-
ning small to medium sized agencies and targeted them 
to provide proposals to promote fresh cut Christmas 
trees. This strategy paid off in giving the board six out-
standing options to consider for a promotional partner.

“It was gratifying to begin doing the work the board 
was created to do,” added Tim O’Connor. “I have worked 
on campaigns for a number of other large commodities 
and I knew that this would be an exciting and invigorat-
ing process for the board. The board has worked dili-
gently through so much of the more mundane responsi-
bilities of starting up a check off program. This was their 
chance to get a taste of ‘what could be’ for the Christmas 
tree industry.”

Each agency had two hours to introduce their firm 
and present their recommendations on promoting fresh 
cut Christmas trees.

“It was a fascinating and exciting day and a half of 
presentations. The energy and creativity of the agencies 
and their staff members was infectious,” commented 
Chairperson, Betty Malone. “With each presentation it 
just got better and better. I can’t wait to see the program 
develop.”

“I was waiting to be wowed by one of the presenta-
tions,” added Cubby Steinhart. “And I was wowed, and 
wowed, and wowed!”

In the end, the board selected Concept Farm as their 
agency partner. Concept Farm is an award-winning inte-
grated, independent ad agency that delivers bold strategy 

Key Milestones For 
Christmas Tree Promotion
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and compelling content that engages consumers across 
all channels. Concept Farm is located in New York’s 
“Silicon Alley” with 30 “Farmers” (team members) col-
laborating across strategy, account management, cre-

ative, design, social media, measurement and analytics. 
To harvest content with maximum efficiency, they also 
have a full suite of in-house production and post-produc-
tion capabilities.

“Concept Farm demonstrated an ability to work 
quickly and nimbly to engage consumers in a variety 
of ways, sharing the real Christmas tree message,” said 
Promotion Chairperson Jim Heater. “Passionate,” added 
Beth Walterscheidt, “Thinking outside the box.”

“They knocked my socks off!” said Bentley Curry. 
“As my friend and Grand Ole Opry comedian, Jerry 
Clower used to say, it was a ‘knock ‘em out John’ pre-
sentation.” 

As soon as a contract is inked between CTPB and 
Concept Farm, the two will get to work on agreeing on 
strategy, content and a calendar for promoting Christ-
mas trees in the upcoming 2016 Christmas season.

Mark Arkills at the March Christmas Tree  
Promotion Board meeting.
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The CTPB was joined by members of the California Christmas Tree Association when they met in San Francisco in March.   
CCTA Director, George McKenzie (left) is pictured with CTPB members Jim Heater and Della Deal.

For More Information Contact: 
Tim O’Connor, Executive Director 
303-229-9198
tim@timoconnormarketingandstrategy.com
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For decades, there has always been a ritual of clean-
up post-harvest for farmers following the Christmas 
season. This has been a very labor-intensive task car-
ried out by men with chainsaws and crews cutting the 
stumps off as close to the ground as possible while drag-
ging the limbs, boughs and even whole trees into piles 
every so often either in the middle of clear-cut fields or 
on their edges to be disposed of later. his requires hav-
ing an unsightly heap of trees which are left to rot or in 
some cases burn when they are dry enough to be burnt. 
This often times creates excessive smoke and can cause 
problems with the neighbors as well as other potential 
fire hazards. Due to this, laws and restrictions have been 
passed regarding burn distances from structures. Mulch-
ing Christmas trees is an alternative. Many growers 
clean up their fields as they harvest, but after the recent 
downturn in the Christmas tree market many farmers 
found themselves with larger amounts of trees that have 
grown together or are not marketable at their current 
heights. Some farmers can high stump some of the trees 
to recoup some of their investment, but this leaves the 
bottoms standing, in some cases 4ft high, to make 6-8 ft 

trees which were previously over 10 feet tall. While the 
left over bottoms make excellent wreath material, there 
is always more than can be used and must be discarded. 

One system that the industry has used occasion-
ally is a forestry mulcher to mulch trees and debris on 
the stump in the field. These machines have now been 
around for close to two decades and are commonly used 
in forestry plantation management as well as vegeta-
tion control for utilities, but many in the Christmas tree 
industry have not examined this as a viable method to 
clear fields post-harvest. Forestry mulchers are very com-
mon in areas where plantation pines are readily grown 
and Right of Way clearing is a necessity. These ma-
chines come in a variety of shapes and sizes and have 
been designed to grind trees to the ground while still on 
the stump without much disturbance to the land and 
with less labor than traditional hand cleaning methods. 
This spring, I chose to employ this option on my fami-
ly’s Christmas tree operation and compare it with hand 
clearing to see which method proved to be superior. The 
results were very positive for cost/benefit and have con-
vinced me that this is by far the best method currently 
available of restoring fields to previous conditions ready 
for the next crop of trees or other use. 

The test was conducted over a two-week period on a 
variety of terrain and tree sizes. Areas were selected that 

Stump Mulching:
a site prep option

Christopher M. Carpenter
PhD/JD Candidate,
Beijing University Forestry College
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represented complete clear cut patches where 90%+ of 
the trees were removed and also on overgrown planta-
tion stands where the remaining trees where in excess of 
12ft tall and diseased or in unmarketable condition due 
to other factors. Land slope varied between almost level 
ground to 30% slopes with both shale and clay soil types. 
The machine used for the stump grinding was a 299D 
Caterpillar Skidsteer equipped with a forestry package 
and Low Ground Pressure tracks powering a hydraulic 
Fecon Mulching head. The machine is capable of taking 
down both soft and hardwood species, and Christmas 
trees proved to be a very easy material for it to over-
come. The operators would either knock the tree over 
and grind forward, then back up on it, or lift the mulch-
ing head above the tree and grind it into the ground, 
depending upon the terrain and tree size. The results 
were as expected with the machine capable of clearing 
between 2-4 acres per 10- hour day depending upon 
the terrain and density of the trees and stumps being 
mulched. The leftover was a field of finely ground wood 
particles with occasional debris no larger than the size 

of a Coke can in a single pass; however, the machine is 
capable of turning the entire site into dust with multiple 
passes. As I am planning to replant, this was not neces-
sary and I only wanted something that could be easily 
navigated by a tractor for mechanical replanting. A crew 
of six men with saws working at an average pace worked 
on another acre of overgrown trees.

The machine was equipped with Low Ground Pres-
sure (LGP) tracks and are very common on forestry 
machines--required in many cases to reduce soil desta-
bilization and compaction. For Christmas trees, this 
“light touch” may also reduce the likelihood of spread-
ing phytophthora throughout a field. On this machine, 
LGP tracks provided a footprint of only 4psi (Pounds 
per Square Inch) which is extremely light (human foot 
prints are 16-20psi) and much lighter than other me-
chanical methods of land clearing (excavator/dozer) 
which require multiple passes over the land, compact-
ing the soil and uprooting stumps into piles. These piles 
are full of dirt and can be difficult to burn. The forestry 
mulcher alleviates this problem by taking off the tree 
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at ground level. While the mulching head does not re-
move the root system, there is an attachment which can 
also mulch the stump in the ground similar to a tiller; 
however it was not necessary in my case and it is more 
time consuming. The problem with such a light foot-
print however, proved to be with the machine’s ability 
to hang to the hillside. The front grousers need to be 
set correctly to avoid slipping its tracks as we learned. 
The machine requires a tremendous amount of hydraulic 
force to power the mulching head, and grinding uphill 
put extreme strain on the skidsteer’s high flow hydraulic 
system even though it is one of the largest available. It 
is also equipped with specialized protection and cooling 
systems which are needed to keep the machine operating 
and the driver safe as it can throw large debris into the 
air potentially causing harm to anything it hits.

The results of the experiment yielded a total of 18 
acres of previously cutover harvested land into a smooth 
field ready for replanting. The times for clearing on a 
per acre basis averaged about 4 hours; however, clear-
cut fields with less than 10% standing trees (7ft average) 
were cleared in 2.5 hours while larger overgrown trees, 
averaging 12-15 ft in height and 20-30% still standing 
with a lot of high-stumped trees, took closer to 7 hours 
to clear per acre. My costs on a per acre basis averaged 
$550 per acre (paid by a per hour rate) with a range of 
$300-$800 per acre depending on the amount of trees 
being cleared, the soil type, as well as steepness of the 
terrain on the land, etc. When factoring in the total 
clearing time, the machine accomplished the work of ap-
proximately 10-12 men (twice as fast as my test crew of 

6) and eliminated the risk of chainsaw accidents and the 
need to burn the debris or mulch it in a hand-feed chip-
per. This ended up making the method 30-50% faster 
and there was no need for special burn permits or safety 
risks and fire hazards. The machine leaves the field look-
ing as if it has been mowed. It clears all underbrush, and 
grasses and mulches the tree stumps to at ground level, 
which is nearly impossible to do by hand with a chainsaw 
without dulling the blades. The debris is spread out on 
the ground and some is worked into the soil so the left-
over organic material. Additionally the root systems are 
still intact underneath the ground to help with erosion. 
The low ground pressure on the tracks did not compact 
the soils, unlike other machinery, and even though it 
was more difficult to keep traction, almost no damage or 
rutting was done. 

The machine itself, like most pieces of equipment, 
is not cheap. For most farmers it would turnout better 
to simply hire the work done instead of purchasing a 
machine. Renting is also an option if you have experi-
ence operating skidsteers. The new skidsteer set up with 
a forestry package is well into the six figures and unless 
one has more than hundred acres to clear annually, it 
would probably not be worth the investment. The teeth 
on the head have a service life of 300-500 hours before 
recommended replacement, and that can cost upwards 
of $5,000 depending upon the type of teeth used. While 
the attachment was mounted on a skidsteer, they are a 
multipurpose implement and there are purpose built ma-
chines which can produce better results, but for practi-
cal purposes have a limited use other than clearing. The 
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skidsteer is equipped with a forestry package to better 
handle the head and provide more protection to the op-
erator as the standard oil coolers and cab glass is not 
strong enough to withstand the debris which the mulch-
ing head expels, so it is highly discouraged to attach a 
mulching head to any skidsteer not set up for it. 

The end result looked more like a lawn than Christ-
mas tree field. All in all the experiment was a great suc-
cess, and I would like to thank the gentleman at Pied-
mont Land Clearing for their services. I recommend 
their work. This has proven to be one method that I be-
lieve should become a regular practice in Christmas tree 
rotations and a vast improvement over pervious cleanup 
methods ergonomically, ecologically, and economically.

Due to the unusually dry weather we have been hav-
ing this spring I have found another unconsidered ben-
efit of using a forestry mulcher. The added layer of bio-
mass appears to be holding in moisture on the replanted 
seedlings. I have so far set approximately 15,000 VERY 
LARGE firs on both mulched and unmulched sites in 
many cases in the same fields. The resulting survival 
rates so far appear to be 90-95% on the mulched sites 
but only 75-80% on unmulched areas. The locations are 
above 3800 feet on loamy soils with Ph in the 5-5.5 rang-
es. Another investigation I did yielded an applied rate of 
100-500lb of nutrients that have been reincorporated to 
the soils on the mulched sites from the mulched trees. 
Most of the areas had between 3,000-15,000lbs (estima-
tion) of high stumped and cull Fraser fir material which 
were reincorporated into the soil as wet green fertilizer. 
The nutrient level were based on studies done by both 
Michigan State University (Cregg 2005) and the Uni-
versity of Brussells (Meerts 2002) on dry nutrient levels 
in Fraser and conifer firs. Due to its organic nature these 
fertilizers are slower release (1-2yrs for mulched materi-
al) than chemicals as they rely on decay and respiration 
from bacteria and fungi to break down. This has lead 
me NOT to apply ANY fertilizer to this ground as the 
nutrient levels all exceeded 100% of the recommended 
nutrients need for the soils in question by my own cal-
culations. Given the slow release nature of the material, 
I think the risk of over fertilization by mulching is still 
very low. These results will vary on other sites, but this 
has resulted in a cost savings of $100-$300/ac in labor 
and fertilization when compared to hand application 
granular fertilizer. These factors further reduce the total 
costs of machine mulching vs hand clearing land.

Forestry
Mulching

& Land Clearing

Call or Text Chris: (828)387-7794
Email: ccarp79@yahoo.com

More Economical
& Safer Long-Term
• Reduces Accidents & Safety Risks
• Replaces Entire Clearing Crew
• No Chainsaw Felling
• No Burn Piles

Organic Fertilization
& Insect Habit Disruption
• Biomass Returned to the Soil
• Low Soil Disturbance (Keep Topsoil)
• Leaves Root System & Prevents Erosion
• Stumped at Ground Level (Bush Hog Safe)

Fast: (1-3 acres+) Per Day
• 0-35% Slopes Any Soil Type
• Any Weather (Cold/Wet Even Better)
• Christmas Trees, Laurel, Brush, 

Hardwoods
• Fields, Clear-cuts, Woodland Understory

By Hour or Acre
• Minimum of 3 Acres
• Fully Insured
• Free Estimates
• WNC/ETN/SWVA
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in loving memory q
Danny Lee Sturgill

Mr. Danny Lee Sturgill, age 63, of West Jefferson passed away Tuesday night, January 12, 2016 
at NC Baptist Hospital.

Mr. Sturgill was born in Ashe County on Sunday, July 20, 1952 to the late John Arvil Sturgill 
and Ruby Killen Sturgill. He was owner and operator Sturgill Hardwood. He was the father of Jason 
Sturgill and partner of Mile High Tree Farm. He enjoyed fishing and hunting but most of all he 
enjoyed his family; spending time with his children and grandchildren.

Henry Thompson Fowler
Henry Thompson Fowler, 68, a native of Glenville, NC passed away Wednesday, October 28, 

2015. 
Henry was the owner of HCL Tree Farm in Glenville, NC. He was a member of the North 

Carolina Christmas Tree Association and Jackson County Christmas Tree Association. Henry was 
a former Board member of NCCTA, current Fraser Fir Promotional Committee member and cur-
rent co-chair of the research committee.

John D. Weaver
John D. Weaver, age 93, of West Jefferson passed away Friday, January 1, 2016 at Margate 

Health and Rehab Center.
John D. was born in Ashe County on December 17, 1922 to the late Elihu J and Bina Elliott 

Weaver. He proudly served his country in the United States Army during World War II, and was 
stationed in the Philippines on Leyte Island with the 1041st Army Engineers. Upon his return to 
Ashe County, he operated Weaver’s Garage in Smethport, and later founded Weaver Tree Farms 
with his son John William Weaver.

John D. was an avid outdoorsman who enjoyed Upland hunting, fly fishing, shooting skeet, working in his wine, and 
spending time outdoors gardening. He cherished his many trips to Nebraska and South Dakota hunting and making 
memories with friends and family, as well as his fishing trips at Gentry’s Creek.

Lillard “Lee” Eldreth
Lillard “Lee” Eldreth of 567 Inspiration Way, West Jefferson NC died Thursday, May 05, 2016. Mr. 

Eldreth was born in the Flatwoods community of Ashe County on November 24, 1931. He graduated West 
Jefferson High School in May 1950 and entered the US Army in June of that year. Lee served in Korea, Japan 
and Okinawa and gained the rank of Master Sergeant in the Armor branch in 1952 with the 24th Infantry 
Division. He was commissioned Armor 2nd Lt USAR after graduating Officer’s Candidate School at Fort 
Benning GA 1957. He graduated fixed wing flight school at San Marcus TX, rotary wing school at Ft. Rucker, 
AL and instrument school with Southern Airways in Augusta GA. Lee flew both fixed wing and rotary wing 

aircraft for the remainder of his 20 year military career, logging 3,700 plus hours of flying time. He was assigned to the 37th Armored 
Battalion in Germany where he spent 3 years. After completing Advanced Armor Officer’s School at Ft. Knox, KY he was assigned 
to Ft. Hood, TX for a short time before receiving orders for Iran. He served with a MAAG (Military Assistance Advisory Group) unit 
from 1965 to 1967 in Teheran, Iran, accompanied by his family. While in Iran he was promoted to Major. Upon completing his tour in 
Iran he returned to the United States briefly before being reassigned to Vietnam. While serving in Vietnam 1967-1968, he earned the 
Vietnamese Bronze Star as well as the US Bronze Star. Major Eldreth also earned the Purple Heart from wounds received in Phu Lai 
Vietnam during the Tet Offensive of 1968. He spent 42 days in the hospital in Vietnam then a month TDY, recuperating in Bangkok 
Thailand. Lee was known to his military peers by the nickname ‘Pappy’ because he was never without a pipe in his mouth.

Lee was a long time member of Mount Jefferson Presbyterian Church, having served as Elder for many years on the Session, 
teaching Sunday School as well as assisting with Bible School and repairs to the church. He was a local substitute mail carrier for a 
few years after returning to Ashe County. He also assisted his brother-in-law Pete Gambill in the plumbing business before devot-
ing full time to LeesTrees Choose & Cut Christmas Tree Farm. He particularly enjoyed his hobby of woodworking. His scroll-saw 
Christmas ornaments and manger scenes were favorites of his tree customers.

Lee enjoyed meeting his friends for coffee every workday morning at People’s Drugstore in West Jefferson, catching up on 
local news, and flipping a coin for whomever was to pay the check.
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Calendar of Events 2016
June 2

Board of Directors & Fraser Fir  
Promotional Committee Meeting 

BREMCO, Boone

August 25
Board of Directors & Fraser Fir  

Promotional Committee Meeting 
Meadowbrook Inn, Blowing Rock

August 26 & 27
NCCTA Summer Meeting, 
Trade Show & Farm Tour 

Meadowbrook Inn, Blowing Rock

September �–�8
Mountain State Fair, Fletcher

October ��–2�
N.C. State Fair, Raleigh

November �0–20
Southern Christmas Show, Charlotte

February �2–�5, 20�7
National Grocers Association Show 

Las Vegas
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10785 84th Avenue
Allendale, Michigan 49401

Phone: (616) 892-4090
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Email: brian@boschsnursery.com
www.boschsnursery.com

FRASER FIR
  Per 1,000

Age Size Rate

(3-1, PL+1) ............. 8-14”.................$625.00
(2-2, PL+2) ............. 8-15”.................$775.00
(3-2, PL+2) ............ 10-18”................$795.00

CAnAAn FIR
  Per 1,000

Age Size Rate

(2-1, P+1) .............. 8-14”.................$650.00
(P+2)................. 10-18”................$825.00

(P+2, P+3)............. 12-22”.................875.00

For a complete list call or write us.
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Fraser Fir Transplants
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Ag Loans / Home Loans / Land Loans / Appraisals / Financial Planning / Life Insurance / Leasing

Call us about financing for:
• Land, lots, & farms
• Fertilizer & plant materials
• Irrigation systems
• Vehicles & equipment
• Home purchases & 

construction

Loans for land, homes & living.
carolinafarmcredit.com

800-521-9952
          NMLS# 410620 | 

100 Years of Service to Rural North Carolina

The seeds of Farm Credit were planted 100 years ago as 
a way to make sure agriculture and rural communities 
had access to reliable, consistent and competitive 
financing. Through the years, we have grown into a 
seasoned, knowledgeable lender with deep roots in 
rural North Carolina. Whether you need financing for 
land, equipment or a new home, call us. We’ve been 
providing support for generations — and we can help 
you plant seeds for the next one.


